
Ruth’s responsibilities as the HR Manager in a start-up hospital environment, corporate setting, and newly created role in a private 
accounting firm have provided the opportunity to apply employment law. Ruth has experience in hearings, representing the 
employer, with a successful track record in claims under FMLA, ADA, Equal Opportunity, and Affirmative Action.

Ruth has experience in developing performance management programs to raise the standard of the organization’s performance. 
Ruth has developed leadership programs, supervisor coaching and mentoring, and methods to address long-standing 
performance issues. In addition, Ruth has established practices to encourage and retain star employees.

Ruth’s corporate background includes negotiating labor agreements, defending grievances and arbitrations as well as unit 
clarification and accretion issues. She was challenged to manage both union and non-union employees working in the same 
location at the same level of work.

Ruth’s  background includes strategically alignment of human capital for future focus. Ruth has developed training programs to 
encourage a culture of growth and development at all levels of the organization. As a certified Achieve Global trainer, Ruth has 
presented seminars on performance management, creating the right culture, and other fundamental management topics. 

Having recruited for jobs in Western Kansas for many years, Ruth understands the challenges of creating a culture to “grow your 
own”, attract talent, and retain talent. “Effective recruitment strategies continue to change as the labor pool changes, human 
resources managers must be creative in attracting candidates that fit the organization.”
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